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Jabra PRO 930 Duo MS, UK_HK_SG

Brand : Jabra Product code: 930-29-503-102

Product name : Jabra PRO 930 Duo MS, UK_HK_SG

- Simple desk phone connectivity for an ideal first wireless headset
- Noise cancelling microphone and HD voice deliver better customer conversations
- All-day use around the office, with 8 hours’ battery time, and up to 120 meters/395 feet range
- Optimized for use with all leading desk phones
- Easy to deploy and manage. Pre-charged base enables you to make calls straight away
Jabra PRO 930 Duo MS, UK_HK_SG

Jabra PRO 930 Duo MS, UK_HK_SG:

The Jabra Pro 900 series is a professional wireless headset designed for maximum performance. Now
everyone in your office can take advantage of the added productivity and comfort that wireless
convenience delivers. Simple, intuitive and high quality, an all-in-one wireless solution.

Wireless headset series optimised for use with all leading desk phones and softphones. Some variants
enable pairing with mobile devices, desk phones and softphones.
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